
C A N A D I A N M O T O R I N G C O N S U L T A N T S

July 19th, 1968.

Dear Sirs:

The enclosed are the start of a series of articles written

to inform you of the inside story of a racing team and how

it became successful.

You may feel free to use these stories in any way and should

you require additional information, please do not hesitate

to contact us»

Yours very truly,

John W. Ross, Jr.
President
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NEWS RELEASE FOR

ELVA CARS (1961) LIMITED

BRUCE MCLAREN

It has often been suggested that, genetically, the people Down Under
have it made in respect to breeding all the better qualities of man.

Australia and New Zealand are islands, remote from overpowering outside
national influences and inter-marriage. They both have rigid immigra-
tion laws which more or less guarantee rugged, intelligent and persevering
stock. To support this, the original settlers were stubborn, mission-
bound pioneers who turned wilderness and isolation into thriving civi-
lization.

It's the long way around to subject, but it points out in part what
makes Bruce McLaren tick. He's a New Zealander by birth, a Londoner by
adoption and automotive necessity.

In you throw all the earlier mentioned ingredients together and mix in
a pile of other virtues, you spell McLaren. Through dedication, cer-
tainly through sacrifice, through personal risk and a sense of mission,
he has built his name into one spoken with awe and respect in automotive
racing circles.

Seeing McLaren after a hard race, it is difficult to equate all these
factors—until you look at the eyes...steady, icy cold with dedication.
Otherwise, he is smaller in physical stature than many of his countrymen.
He walks with a slight limp, a souvenir of a childhood illness. He
speaks softly but articulately.

What makes Bruce tick? He set out to build the world's best racing cars.
When, in 1967 it was estimated his Group Seven machine had arrived at
perfection while sweeping the rich Can-Am Series, he shrugged off the
accolades and applied his talent and the prize money to modifying his
'perfect1 machine to...? What comes after perfection? Only McLaren can
answer that and his answer is simply: "There is no such thing as per-
fection because the so called perfect car this year has been caught up
with by the always working opposition and becomes an ordinary machine
next year. So you improve on design, on power, on anything you can find."

While McLaren has achieved success in various degrees in his Group Seven
machinery—hitting his peak in 1967—his Formula One efforts are probably
an even better tipoff to the man. McLaren wanted to design, build and drive
a winning F-l and he found many more obstacles than ever confronted him in
sports racing cars.

Because of the drain of money, time, energy, the frustrations along the way,
it must have been tempting to retreat and rest on his Group Seven laurels,
to concentrate of making a winning machine better and simply keep banking
the profits. *

.
Here's where the stubborn streak manifested itself. Years of effort and frus-
tration which at times severely drained his financial resources for his flou-
rishing Group Sevens, went into the gamble...or mission. This year, he has



come up with a F-l winner.

Though he isn't unique in the history of racing because he designs and drives,
he is one of the few who must know by his own experience what the car is doing
or isn't doing. He is no febstract, drafting board designer who is big on
theory but can hardly handle the family flivver on a freeway. Any risks which
are to be taken are to be taken by Bruce.

"It's rather silly," Bruce has confided, "to try and sit off in the distance
and cure problems in a machine. Neither does it work to simply have a driver
tell you what he figures the problems are. Semantically, you may be far apart
or perhaps his acuity isn't as sharp as someone more intimate with the machine.
So, the only way for me to prove a car is to be in the cockpit under racing
conditions."

Eds: This is the first in a series of profiles on the growing McLaren orga-
nization which is rapidly, in alliance with the enormous and skilled
Elva group, expanding in the world's automotive racing market.

MCLAREN-ELVA Part 2

It was almost inevitable that Bruce McLaren, the perfectionist, and the
Lambretta-Trojan Organisation, the personal touch automotive works, would find
one another and weld into a unit.

Like vater seeking its level, McLaren and Trojan arrived at a juxtaposition of
specialists which spell brilliantly reliable and relatively low cost racing
machinery for the circuits of the world.

At Trojan, the muscular automotive concern which has built a wide and respected
reputation for vans, cars, motor scooters and a variety of industrial products,
the engineering know-how and inborn pride were available. In McLaren, the
(Driving demands manifesting themselves through a designer-driver, were to be had.

The marriage came after a courtship that included the initial McLaren Elvas—
with Bruce dictating specifications and design and the qualified engineering of
Trojan taking over from there. This 'courtship' arrived as an innovation after
Elva had been the powerful racing division of the works.

The next move, an innovation on the racing and building scene, was the agreement
between McLaren and the company which has sophisticated itself into one of the
potentially great organizations in racing history. The pattern has been a
gradual evolution, typical of the pure scientist in his investigations.

Elva, or Trojan, and McLaren embarked upon their union four years ago and
anyone who knows an iota about the scene can capsule the growth. McLaren, with
the full engineering muscle of Elva behind him, was able to concentrate even
more on his test driving—full scale competition—and subseqxient modifications
program. Elva, with the finest data possible, began the march to new perfec-
tion.

Pinnacle of it all came last year with that 'perfect' Group Seven machine in
the Can-Am Series.

Not only is development of a great machine a priority item at the board room
Level. Viewing the whole world as a market, service and delivery are of para-
mount importance. For shunted machines, Trojan can—and has—supplied new
bodies within 72 hours. How?

By not having district distributors. Strange as that may sound, the conclusion
was reached that a request by a driver for replacement parts can be bogged
down in a chain of command. The streamlined approach is a telephone call to



Trojan with shipment usually on the next aircraft out of London.

The sleek, well-built body, for instance, is a mere $4-50 item and is Ion the
shelf1 at Trojan. Orders have already been delivered, London to the United
States, in less than 72 hours.

In its careful and critical engineering analysis, the drafting board men and
McLaren have spent countless hours arriving at other conclusions. For instance,
there is no hesitation in building the McLarens with both British and American
components. It is simply a matter of, over the years, discovering which are
best. For that reason, the McLaren manuel, has a good assortment of parts
labelled 'USA' which means they can be ordered and replaced here.

A car, matching in every detail the one Bruce demands for himself, may now be
ordered, delivered—ready to race—and on the track in no time and at relati-
vely low cost becav:.se it is factory purchased. And, in the SOS for parst
department, the first commandment is: "Thou shalt not only sell cars, thou
shalt keep them racing."

For fvrther information: CANADIAN MOTORING CONSULTANTS
310, Victoria Avenue
Room 209
Westmount, P,Q.
Canada


